The Psychology Major
(Starting 2002)

- **Psy111 Basic Principles**
  - **Psy162 Neuro*(NW)* or Psy164 S&P(NW)
    - **Psy333 Cognition or Psy337 Learning**
      - **Psy401(.5 credit) Advanced Research (Fall Senior Year)**
  - **Psy220 Research Design* or Psy231 Person Theory or Psy233 Psych of Gender or Psy244 Child & Adol
    - **Psy334 Social or Psy346 Adult & Age**

*Psy220 has an additional prerequisite of ID147 Applied Statistics.
Psy162 has an additional prerequisite of Bio115.

In addition to the above courses there are two elective courses, any in psychology, that are required.

In addition to the courses listed above the department offers:

- **Psy113 Psychology and Science Fiction**
- **Psy240 Forensic Psychology**
- **Psy243 Behavior Disorders**
- **Psy250 Psychology of Film**
- **Psy 332 Counseling and Psychotherapy**
- **Partial Credit:** Psy 201 Qualitative Research
- **Special topics and Direct Studies Courses**